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Abstract
Story understanding systems need to be able to perform commonsense reasoning, specifically regarding characters’ goals
and their associated actions. Some efforts have been made
to form large-scale commonsense knowledge bases, but integrating that knowledge into story understanding systems
remains a challenge. We have implemented the Aspire system, an application of large-scale commonsense knowledge
to story understanding. Aspire extends Genesis, a rule-based
story understanding system, with tens of thousands of goalrelated assertions from the commonsense semantic network
ConceptNet. Aspire uses ConceptNet’s knowledge to infer
plausible implicit character goals and story causal connections at a scale unprecedented in the space of story understanding. Genesis’s rule-based inference enables precise story
analysis, while ConceptNet’s relatively inexact but widely applicable knowledge provides a significant breadth of coverage
difficult to achieve solely using rules. Genesis uses Aspire’s
inferences to answer questions about stories, and these answers were found to be plausible in a small study. Though we
focus on Genesis and ConceptNet, demonstrating the value
of supplementing precise reasoning systems with large-scale,
scruffy commonsense knowledge is our primary contribution.

Introduction
Because story understanding is essential to human intelligence, modeling human story understanding is a longstanding goal of artificial intelligence. Here, we use the term
“story” to refer to any related sequence of events; a traditional narrative structure is not necessary. Many story understanding systems rely on rules to express and manipulate
common sense, such as the rule “If person X harms person
Y, person Y may become angry.” However, the amount of
commonsense knowledge humans possess is vast, and manually expressing significant amounts of common sense using
rules is tedious.
Instead, story-understanding systems should be able to
make the commonsense connections and inferences on their
own, and rule authors should focus on the specifics of a particular domain or story. Commonsense knowledge bases can
help achieve this vision. Commonsense knowledge bases
express domain-independent and story-independent knowledge, and this knowledge can complement explicit rules by
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“filling in the gaps.” Our work explores the issues of how
and when to use each kind of representation and reasoning.
Genesis is a story-understanding system which models aspects of human story understanding by reading and analyzing stories written in simple English. Genesis can demonstrate its understanding in numerous ways, including question answering, story summarization, and hypothetical reasoning. Prior to this work, Genesis required rule authors
to explicitly construct rules that codify all the knowledge
necessary for identifying causal connections between story
events. For broad-coverage story understanding, explicit
construction of all necessary rules is not feasible. ConceptNet (Havasi et al. 2009), a large knowledge base of common sense, helps lessen the burden placed on rule authors.
Much of ConceptNet’s knowledge has been crowdsourced.
ConceptNet includes more than a million assertions, but
in this work we draw from 20,000 concepts connected in
225,000 assertions. We have implemented the Aspire system, a new Genesis module which uses ConceptNet’s goalrelated knowledge to infer implicit explanations for story
events, bettering understanding and analysis.
Inferring nontrivial implicit events at a large scale is
a new capability within the field of story understanding.
Genesis provides a human-readable justification for every
ConceptNet-assisted inference it makes, showing the user
exactly what pieces of commonsense knowledge it believes
are relevant to the story situation. Currently, Genesis is
just incorporating ConceptNet’s goal-related knowledge, approximately 12,000 assertions in total, into its story processing to demonstrate the viability of this approach. However,
we’ve established a general connection between the two systems so future work can incorporate additional kinds of ConceptNet knowledge.
Despite ConceptNet’s admitted imprecision and spotty
coverage, we’ve found it simplifies the process of identifying and applying relevant knowledge at a large scale.
However, without judicious use, this imprecision can result
in faulty story analyses. Therefore, we developed guiding
heuristics which enable Genesis to take advantage of ConceptNet’s loosely structured commonsense knowledge in a
careful manner. We focus on Genesis and ConceptNet, but
we believe the significance of the large-scale application
of commonsense knowledge to story understanding we’ve
achieved extends beyond these two systems.

Background
ConceptNet

Figure 1: A visualization of a very small part of ConceptNet’s knowledge. Concepts are shown in circles and
relations are shown as directed arrows between concepts.
© 2009 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from “Digital
Intuition: Applying Common Sense Using Dimensionality
Reduction,” by C. Havasi, R. Speer, J. Pustejovsky, & H.
Lieberman, 2009, IEEE Intelligent Systems, 24, p. 4.
ConceptNet is a large semantic network of common sense
developed by the Open Mind Common Sense (OMCS)
project at MIT (Havasi et al. 2009). There are several versions of ConceptNet, but we used ConceptNet 4 in our work.
The latest version of ConceptNet as of this writing is ConceptNet 5, publicly available at http://conceptnet.io/. ConceptNet 5 is a larger collection that differs from version 4
primarily by containing “factual” knowledge from WikiDB
and other sources in addition to the “pure commonsense”—
statements like “water is wet”—expressed in previous versions. In this paper, we use “ConceptNet 4” when discussing
attributes of the system specific to that version, and “ConceptNet” at all other times.
ConceptNet represents its knowledge using concepts and
relations between them. Concepts can be noun or verb
phrases such as “computer”, “breathe fresh air” or “beanbag
chair.” There are 27 relations in ConceptNet 4, including “Is
A,” “Used For,” “Causes,” “Desires,” “At Location,” and a
catchall relation “Has Property.” ConceptNet expresses its
knowledge using assertions, each of which consists of a left
concept, a relation, and a right concept. For instance, the
ConceptNet assertion “computer At Location office” represents the fact that computers are commonly found in offices.
Every assertion is associated with a score which represents
the confidence in the truth of that assertion. Knowledge reinforced by more sources is assigned a higher confidence
score. The knowledge in ConceptNet 4 was mostly crowdsourced, collected from natural language statements and online games-with-a-purpose designed to improve the knowledge base.
ConceptNet assertions are not designed to be interpreted
as first-order logic expressions. For instance, ConceptNet

contains the assertion “sport At Location field.” It’s not always true that sports are found on a field, as plenty of sports
are played indoors. However, this assertion is still a useful
bit of common sense. ConceptNet also does not use strict
logical inference. Logical reasoning would combine the reasonable assertions “volleyball Is A sport” and “sport At Location field” to form the conclusion “volleyball At Location field,” which is rarely true because volleyball is usually
played indoors or on a beach.
ConceptNet’s knowledge is also not purely statistical. The
score for “sport At Location field” is not determined by dividing the number of sports played on a field by the number
of sports, as such an approach clumsily ignores context dependency. ConceptNet does apply some statistical machinery to form new conclusions from large numbers of assertions, but it uses human-supplied generalizations as input
rather than pointwise data like occurrences of words in documents.
ConceptNet is intentionally “scruffy” in nature (Minsky 1991), embracing the chaotic nature of common sense.
Assertions can be ambiguous, contradictory, or contextdependent, but the same is true of the commonsense knowledge humans possess, albeit to a different degree. ConceptNet’s lack of precision does mean applications that use it
must be careful in exactly how they apply its knowledge.
We discuss our heuristic approach in “The Aspire System”
section of this paper.

Genesis
Genesis is a story-understanding system started by Patrick
Winston in 2008, and is implemented in Java. Stories are input to Genesis via simplified natural language sentences and
parsed into story events by Katz’s START parser (1997). We
use the term story event to refer to story sentences, phrases,
or inferences that Genesis extracts as a unit of computation.
Genesis can summarize stories, answer questions about
them, perform hypothetical reasoning, align stories to identify analogous events, and analyze a story from the perspective of one of the characters, among many other capabilities
(Winston 2014; Holmes and Winston 2016; Noss 2016). To
perform intelligent analyses of a story, Genesis relies heavily on making inferences and forming causal connections between the story’s events. If these connections or inferences
are of poor quality, the analyses suffer. Prior to this work,
commonsense knowledge was obtained exclusively through
rules, putting a large burden on the rule author. The same
ruleset is likely useful for many stories, especially within
the same genre, so the author may be able to reuse or modify
previously constructed rulesets. Still, separating general, often banal commonsense knowledge from Genesis rules frees
the rule author to concentrate on domain specifics and highlevel story patterns. ConceptNet is considerably larger than
any previously constructed Genesis rule set.

The Aspire System
Goals are essential to human nature. Humans are constantly
forming goals and taking actions towards them, and Schank
long ago recognized the importance of identifying character

Figure 2: The inference and equivalent rule formulation Aspire makes from the example explicit story events “Sean is gaining
weight” and “Sean rides his bike to work.” The inferred character goal “Sean wants to exercise” connects these two story events.
goals when processing natural language (1977). Low-level
goals can change the way the brain processes information,
altering what people pay attention to and what people remember (Kenrick et al. 2010). At a more conscious level,
goals are an effective motivational tool (Locke and Latham
2006). Because goals drive humans at both a subconscious
and conscious level, goals are prevalent in the stories humans tell as well. Enabling Genesis to better understand
goals, their causes, and actions taken towards completing
them improves its comprehension of goal-oriented stories.
ConceptNet is a great resource for analyzing goals because it contains a multitude of commonsense knowledge
about both what causes and fulfills goals. The relations
“Causes Desire,” “Motivated By Goal,” “Used For,” and
“Has Subevent” are all particularly relevant to the goal domain. We have given Genesis the means to leverage this
knowledge while processing a story to perform goal-related
inference.
We introduced the Aspire system, a Genesis module
which analyzes characters’ goals, their causes, and the actions taken to complete them. Aspire uses approximately
12,000 goal-related assertions from ConceptNet, but can operate using explicitly authored rules as well. With Aspire and
ConceptNet, Genesis can arrive at a more complete understanding of a story with less effort from the rule author.

Implementation
Aspire works by maintaining a set of candidate character
goals as Genesis sequentially reads the story input, adding
to the set when it detects that a story event might cause a
character in the story to have a goal. Aspire analyzes each
story event to see if it causes a candidate character goal. It
also checks if each story event is a goal contribution, an action taken by a character to accomplish a previously identified candidate character goal. Candidate character goals are
kept merely as candidates and do not affect other Genesis
modules until Aspire sees a goal contribution for a candidate character goal, at which point the goal is “confirmed”
and the inference is inserted into the story. Aspire also analyzes its own inferences for goal causation and contribution,
allowing its inferences to build off one another. Note that

we use the terms “candidate character goal“ and “candidate
goal“ interchangeably.
As an example, consider a story about a man named Sean
that contains the event “Sean is gaining weight.” In this scenario, Aspire checks if this event causes a goal by examining
the rules Genesis was given and by consulting ConceptNet.
ConceptNet knows gaining weight causes the desire of exercising, so Aspire receives the assertion “gain weight Causes
Desire exercise” from ConceptNet, among other relevant assertions. Aspire adds the corresponding candidate character
goals to its set, including “Sean wants to exercise,” and continues reading the story.
In addition to goal causation analysis, Aspire also performs goal contribution analysis on every received story
event. During goal contribution analysis, Aspire checks if
the current story event contributes to any of the candidate
goals in its set. To detect a contribution between an event
and candidate goal, Aspire first tries to match the event to the
goal using traditional Genesis matching, which does not involve ConceptNet. If this match succeeds, Aspire concludes
that the event contributes to the candidate character goal. If
matching fails, ConceptNet is consulted.
Suppose the story contains some subsequent event “Sean
rides his bike to work.” During goal contribution analysis of
this event, Genesis matching between bike riding and Sean’s
candidate goal of exercising fails. Therefore, Aspire extracts
the concept “ride bike” from the event and “exercise” from
the candidate character goal. Aspire then queries ConceptNet to see if any of “ride bike Motivated By Goal exercise,”
“ride bike Used For exercise,” or “exercise Has Subevent
ride bike” are true. If ConceptNet confirms any of these assertions, Aspire concludes the event contributes to the candidate character goal; otherwise, with both Genesis matching
and ConceptNet failing to form a connection between the
event and the goal, Aspire concludes the event does not contribute to the goal. In this goal contribution analysis, ConceptNet confirms “ride bike Motivated By Goal exercise,”
and Aspire links Sean’s bike riding to his goal of exercising. While there is no guarantee that these two events are
causally related, storytelling convention and commonsense
reasoning indicate it’s likely they are. Aspire is designed to

generate plausible inferences, not indisputable ones.
When Aspire concludes that a story event contributes to
a candidate character goal, Genesis forms the associated
causal connections and adds new inferred events to the story.
Consider once again the Sean example. Having analyzed
“Sean is gaining weight” and “Sean rides his bike to work,”
Genesis adds “Sean wants to exercise” to the story. Genesis
also forms causal connections between the inferred goal’s
cause, the inferred goal, and the goal contribution action.
The completion of the goal (“Sean exercises”) is instantiated
and added to the story as well. Genesis explicitly adds the inferred goal and inferred goal completion to the story so that
all modules, including Aspire, can process these inferences
and draw additional conclusions. For example, Sean exercising could contribute to a candidate character goal “Sean
wants to lose weight” which was formed earlier in the story.
In this way, Aspire’s inferences recursively enable additional
Aspire inferences.
Importantly, the character goal and character goal completion are only inserted into the story once Aspire sees an
action taken that contributes to the character goal. Candidate
character goals on their own do not affect the story in any
way—a character action must first prove a candidate goal
credible before Genesis acts on Aspire’s analysis. If Aspire
never sees such an action, the candidate goal remains a potential interpretation of the story’s events that lacks sufficient evidence. Aspire operates in this way because events
that can cause a goal do not always cause that particular
goal. In the Sean example, weight gain does not necessitate a desire to exercise. It’s possible that Sean’s weight
gain caused him to diet instead of exercise, or maybe he
didn’t take any response at all. Aspire’s defensive manner
also helps prevent misapplication of ConceptNet’s knowledge. ConceptNet’s inexact nature allows its knowledge to
be widely applicable, but its knowledge can also be ambiguous, context-dependent, or otherwise imprecise. Therefore,
Aspire requires seeing both a goal’s cause and a goal’s effect before inferring the goal to help ensure it has formed a
correct inference.
Extracting relevant ConceptNet concepts from a story
event is not always straightforward. For example, in the sentence “Matt buys a book,” it would be appropriate for Aspire to extract both “buy book” and “book” as concepts to
see what goals these may cause or complete. However, if the
event were instead “Matt loses his book,” while it would still
be appropriate to extract “lose book” as a concept, “book”
by itself would not be appropriate because ConceptNet provides knowledge about possessing a book, not losing it.
As this example shows, verbs and verb phrases are simpler to extract than nouns and noun phrases because their
meaning is less dependent on the rest of the sentence. Therefore, nearly all of the concepts Aspire extracts from story
events are verbs or verb phrases rather than nouns or noun
phrases. We developed heuristics which specify the behavior for concept extraction and matching based on the part
of speech of the concept, the transitivity of the verb in a
verb phrase concept, and whether a noun concept is a proper
noun. These heuristics were devised by examining patterns
in ConceptNet data. More specifically:

• Nouns or noun phrases are only extracted if the verb is
a form of “be,” “have,” or “feel” (e.g. “compassion” is
extracted from “Matt has compassion”).
• Proper nouns never appear in extracted verb phrase concepts, as ConceptNet generally does not contain knowledge about specific people, places, or things.
• When a verb takes an object that isn’t a proper noun, verb
phrases are extracted rather than sole verbs because the
knowledge about the sole verb may not be relevant when
the object is taken into account (e.g. “fight” vs. “fight inflation”).
• Modifying adverbs can be included in extracted verb
phrase concepts, allowing Aspire to query ConceptNet for
“work hard” in addition to “work” upon reading “Matt
works hard.”
• The transitivity of the verbs in the goal causation and goal
contribution need not match. Aspire can detect that “Matt
sings” contributes to “Matt wants to make music.”
• Aspire assumes that, in an assertion, the subject and optional object the left concept takes are consistent with the
subject and optional object the right concept takes. For example, if Aspire reads that “Matt loves Helen” and learns
from ConceptNet that “love Causes Desire kiss,” Aspire
adds “Matt wants to kiss Helen” as a candidate goal. It
does not hypothesize that Helen wants to kiss Matt, Matt
wants to kiss someone else, or someone else wants to kiss.
While these heuristics are not infallible, they help ensure
Aspire is using data appropriate to the story in the correct
manner. We describe the extraction and matching algorithms
in more detail in our earlier work (Williams 2017).

An Example Analysis
In this section we describe the performance of the Aspire
system on an example story. Genesis justifies its conclusions
with human-readable text that describes the relevant knowledge obtained from ConceptNet. We also give an example
of how Aspire’s capabilities allow other Genesis features to
perform better.
The following is a simple retelling of the MexicanAmerican war, a conflict which occurred in the 1840s. Because of the limitations of the START parser, stories are input to Genesis using simple English.
The United States is a country. Mexico is a country. The
year is 1846. Manifest Destiny is popular in the United
States. The United States has ambition, has greed, and
wants to gain land. Mexico and the United States disagree over borders. The United States moves into the
disputed territory. Mexican forces attack the United
States. The United States declares war on Mexico. Winfield Scott leads the United States army. The United
States battles Mexico. The United States triumphs by
capturing Mexico City. The United States defeats Mexico and wins the war. The Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo
officially ends the war.
This summary of the war is plain, brief, and high-level, resembling an elementary school textbook chapter summary.

Figure 3: A subset of the elaboration graph produced by
Genesis for the Mexican-American war story. All events and
connections inferred with ConceptNet knowledge are shown
using dotted lines. Genesis was not given any author-defined
rules to help analyze this story, instead relying entirely on
ConceptNet.
This example focuses on ConceptNet, exploring how Genesis analyzes this story using Aspire when it is not given
any rules from an author. There is one goal explicitly stated
in the story—“The United States wants to gain land”—but
Genesis is not told how this relates to any of the other story
events.
A subset of the elaboration graph depicting Genesis’s
analysis of the Mexican-American war story is shown in
Figure 3. The elaboration graph is a central Genesis display
which shows the inferences and causal connections Genesis
has made. Each story event is shown in a box, and arrows
between boxes point from cause to effect. Events and connections inferred using ConceptNet knowledge are shown
using dotted lines.
Aspire allows Genesis to connect the United States’ ambition and greed to its actions taken against Mexico. The inferences Genesis makes are just one possible interpretation
of the story’s events, and the English rendering of some of
its inferences is not perfect. Still, the inferences are salient
because the effective application of relevant knowledge is
the focus of our work and this example. Our design strives
for plausible inferences, not certain ones.
ConceptNet helps Genesis connect the United States’ ambition and greed to its desire of conquering its opponent,
which it completes when it triumphs by capturing Mexico
City. Conquering its opponent allows it to gain land, a goal
explicitly stated in the story. The country’s greed makes it
want to get something, and this goal is accomplished when
the United States gains land, an example of an Aspire inference enabling Genesis to make an additional Aspire inference. There was no mention of conquering anywhere in
the story text, but Genesis has inferred that this concept is
relevant. Genesis was able to make all of these inferences
and connections without any author-defined rules; instead,
it’s relying just on ConceptNet knowledge.
Aspire tracks the ConceptNet knowledge it uses while analyzing a story. Genesis uses this data provenance to display
justifications for its analysis to the user, increasing transparency by showing exactly why Genesis believes a particular piece of ConceptNet knowledge is relevant to a situation. Some of the justifications for the Mexican-American

Figure 4: Two of the justifications Genesis produces when
analyzing the Mexican-American war story. Genesis justifies every ConceptNet-assisted inference with the relevant
assertion from ConceptNet, increasing transparency. The
confidence score accompanies each assertion.

Figure 5: A series of questions and Genesis answers regarding the Mexican war story. Genesis’s grammar in its English
generation is not perfect, but the content is salient.
war story are displayed in Figure 4.
Causal connections are the base of the majority of Genesis’s features because they form its reasoning substrate. The
ConceptNet-assisted causal connections and inferences Aspire forms improve the performance of many Genesis features even though the rule author has given Genesis less information. Question answering is an example of such a feature. Two questions about the Mexican-American war story
and Genesis’s associated answers are displayed in Figure 5.
When Genesis is asked “How did the United States gain
land?”, it references two story events that were never explicitly stated, albeit with imperfect grammar. When Genesis is
asked about one of these inferences, it responds with further
explanation, citing specific explicit story events. If Aspire
were absent, Genesis would be unable to answer “Why” or
“How” questions about this story as no rules were authored
for it to use.

Evaluation
Is the Aspire system capable of producing plausible, humanlike inferences? We conducted a small study to compare Aspire’s analyses with human reading comprehension. Evaluating Aspire for accuracy on a large corpus of stories in
unrestricted natural language was not feasible due to limitations of the START parser and ConceptNet’s limited cov-

erage. Given these terms, rather than test Aspire’s comprehensive story understanding ability, our goal was to evaluate whether participants considered Aspire’s answers to simple reading comprehension questions plausible. The results
were promising. Participants’ answers to the questions were
roughly compatible with Aspire’s, and they found Aspire’s
answers plausible.
Five male participants took part in the experiment. The
participants were all in their early 20s, were racially diverse,
and had varying academic backgrounds. We presented two
example stories, one fiction and one nonfiction. The nonfiction story replaced real-world proper names with fictional
names to avoid participants relying on their prior knowledge
of historical events rather than what was explicitly mentioned in the text.
First, the participant read each story and answered the
questions. Then, they were shown Aspire’s answers and
rated them for plausibility on a Likert-5 scale. Each participant was asked five questions about each story. Participants were also asked up to three follow-up questions depending on their responses to the original five. The participants then rated thirteen of Aspire’s responses. Because we
were testing Aspire’s application of ConceptNet knowledge,
all questions focused on ConceptNet-assisted inferences. We
removed any grammatical errors and oddities from Aspire’s
responses so that these would not distract the participant.
The results from the evaluation indicate that the participants found Aspire’s inferences largely plausible. The average rating given by participants was 4.77 on a scale of 5,
suggesting that participants do tend to agree with Aspire’s
answers to the questions.

Discussion and Future Work
Much of ConceptNet’s knowledge remains untapped, as Aspire only uses the “Causes Desire,” “Motivated By Goal,”
“Used For,” and “Has Subevent” relations. There are numerous other relations that would provide valuable information to Genesis, with “Causes” being the most enticing one.
Causal knowledge could directly wire into Genesis’s story
processing so Genesis could identify general causal relationships in the story, moving beyond the goal-oriented connections Aspire forms.
Aspire operates using an important simplifying assumption which does not always hold: if a goal has had one
or more actions taken towards completing it, the goal has
been completed. As an example, suppose Aspire has formed
the candidate character goal “Matt wants to dance.” Aspire
would connect the event “Matt plays music” to this goal because ConceptNet contains the knowledge “play music Motivated By Goal dance.” Because the goal has had an action
taken towards it, Aspire would instantiate both the inferred
goal “Matt wants to dance” and the inferred goal completion “Matt dances.” Instantiating the goal completion at this
point is premature, though, and is incorrect if the story later
indicates that Matt did not get to dance after all. We also do
not consider more complex configurations where there are
multiple interlocking or inhibiting goal structures.
It would be much better if, for any given goal, Aspire
could distinguish which sorts of actions complete that goal

from which sorts of actions merely contribute to it. Differentiating goal contribution from goal completion is just one
example of the more robust understanding we’d like Aspire
to reach. Ideas from Schank’s Conceptual Dependency Theory could be useful in achieving deeper understanding, especially given recent work exploring how to crowdsource the
requisite knowledge (Schank 1975; Macbeth and Grandic
2017). Adapting approaches and principles from Segmented
Discourse Representation Theory (SDRT) could also prove
beneficial (Lascarides and Asher 2008).
Alternative sources of commonsense such as Cyc and Webchild (Guha and Lenat 1994; Tandon et al. 2014) may go
beyond ConceptNet in providing more finely grained knowledge for story understanding. They could also assist in processing polysemy, homonymy, and the like. ConceptNet’s
simple design chooses to not capture these language intricacies, although they are addressed by some later versions of ConceptNet (Havasi, Speer, and Pustejovsky 2010;
Chen and Liu 2011). Multiple commonsense knowledge
bases could even be used in conjunction. We are not bound
to Genesis either; other rule-based and logical systems certainly warrant investigation. Our broader focus is not on
Genesis, ConceptNet, or Aspire, but instead on supplementing precise reasoning systems with large-scale, scruffy commonsense knowledge. This valuable combination results in
both broad coverage and a significant depth of understanding.

Related Work
While many have applied commonsense knowledge to story
understanding, we are not aware of any story understanding
system that incorporates common sense at as large a scale as
this work. Prior work in this area tends towards the creation
of a small amount of handcrafted commonsense rules rather
than harnessing a substantial amount of common sense for
use in many different contexts. Note that the work described
in this section is far from a complete survey; instead, we
focus on several closely related efforts and trends.
Gordon (2016) recently framed the problem of forming
commonsense interpretations as a process of logical abduction, building on the ideas of Hobbs, Stickel, Martin, and
Edwards (1988). He developed a model which reads a small
story and chooses the more likely of two possible relevant
story inferences. The model consults 136 hand-coded probabilistic commonsense axioms to generate scored hypotheses.
The model performed well on the Triangle-COPA benchmark set, but it’s not clear how scalable the approach is. The
model requires carefully constructed commonsense axioms,
and Gordon does not propose a way to generate these axioms
at scale.
Blass and Forbus (2017) have taken a larger scale approach to commonsense causal reasoning through their analogical chaining formalism. Their reasoning system is initialized with a Cyc ontology but can also take natural language instruction. It answers questions from the COPA
dataset. While they focus only on selecting plausible consequents of events, not general story understanding, their approach shares similarities with ours.

The field of machine reading, focused on the application
of machine learning techniques to natural language understanding, is rapidly developing. Notable topics of interest
include semantic role labeling, named-entity recognition,
and question answering, the area most closely related to
this work (Young et al. 2017). Popular benchmark question
answering datasets from Stanford, Facebook, and Google
DeepMind (Rajpurkar et al. 2016; Weston et al. 2015;
Hermann et al. 2015) are routinely used to evaluate current
models. However, the answer for every question in these
datasets is always explicitly stated in the input text (besides when the question has a yes or no answer, in which
case the story explicitly contains all relevant information
needed to answer the question). Little inference and commonsense knowledge is required, as all the questions can be
answered by combining information in different sections of
the input text. These datasets are a good first step towards
more general intelligence, but natural language understanding systems must be able to form inferences using background knowledge. The recently introduced RACE dataset
(Lai et al. 2017) requires significantly more commonsense
reasoning in its question answering tasks than prior benchmarks, but has yet to gain popularity. The Story Cloze test, in
which a system is tasked with reading a four-sentence story
and choosing the more plausible ending from two choices,
is another popular means of evaluation (Mostafazadeh et
al. 2017). Importantly, all of these datasets and evaluation
schemes test the ability of a system to select a plausible inference from a set of choices, not generate its own. Aspire’s
capacity to generate inferences distinguishes it from popular
natural language understanding work, but also complicates
evaluation.

Conclusion
Aspire brings us closer to the goal of applying Genesis to
a corpus of naturally occurring text. By consulting ConceptNet, a large commonsense knowledge base composed of
human-submitted assertions, Genesis can make many more
inferences and causal connections. Rule authors can now focus significantly more on domain-specific rules describing
niche information, letting ConceptNet fill in gaps with universal common sense. This technology is quite valuable in
any domain that heavily depends on precedent, including
law, medicine and business.
We found that ConceptNet’s relaxed data format simplified the process of forming plausible inferences, but also
required developing heuristics to help prevent imprecision
from resulting in incorrect inferences. Encouraged by these
initial results, we look forward to incorporating additional
large-scale common sense into Genesis processing. While
the union of ConceptNet and Genesis has proven effective,
our primary contribution is the general approach taken rather
than the specifics. Several other rule-based systems, commonsense knowledge bases, and inference schemes merit
exploration as well.
Many AI systems face the dilemma of how to simultaneously achieve breadth and depth. They desire the ability
to handle a wide range of subject matter, but also strive to
perform analysis at a meaningful and appropriately complex

level. Trying to squeeze all these capabilities into a single
representation and a single inference procedure might be a
fool’s errand. Instead, we are inspired by Minsky’s recommendation of having multiple representations and multiple
inference procedures (1986). Our work explores how to get
them to work together, letting each do what they do best.
In the case of story understanding, comprehending plot
structure, goals, and plans requires precision. Rule-based
systems are appropriate for such analysis. When connecting these story elements with the details of concrete actions and specific situations, such precision isn’t needed,
but broad coverage of commonsense knowledge becomes
crucial. Aspire shows how rule-based systems and broadcoverage commonsense knowledge bases can work together.
Being a jack-of-all-trades doesn’t mean you have to be master of none.
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